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• Patrick Werner asked me to discuss semantic 
interoperability, the genesis of LOINC and how 
NLM came to be interested in vocabulary issues.

• BTW I lived in Ehrenbreitstein (am Rhein) in 
1963.



The interdependency of data structures 
(syntax) and codes (semantics)

• Stan Huff has long made the strong point that you 
can’t create codes (semantics) without having a 
structure (e.g. database table) to anchor it in and 
provide context.1 Just declaring codes and a 
syntax does not work.

• Without knowing where codes will live in a 
structure, decisions about them wander like free 
electrons all over the place. 

1Development of the Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes (LOINC) vocabulary. Huff SM, Rocha RA, McDonald CJ, De Moor GJ, Fiers T, Bidgood WD Jr, Forrey
AW, Francis WG, Tracy WR, Leavelle D, Stalling F, Griffin B, Maloney P, Leland D, Charles L, Hutchins K, Baenziger J. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 1998 May-Jun;5(3):276-
92. PMID: 9609498



More
• Interchange messages such as DICOM, HL7 V2 have 

provided the anchoring fields (slots) needed to anchor 
the development of coding systems and value sets.

• If you have slots (fields) with a purpose, then you can 
figure out the value sets they need. The coding 
systems and structured message standards breeds 
semantic interoperability. 

• Could say the same about questions and their answer 
lists (value sets).



A parallel with Schrodinger’s 
equation has lessons

• When you put physical bounds on the 
Schrodinger's equation for particles it delivers a 
proper set of discrete energy levels. 

• Without the bounds, you get a wandering wave.1

• When answer lists are bound by a specific 
question of field definition, you can figure out a 
proper set of discrete answers –otherwise they 
shimmer.

1http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys270/Jenkins/LectureChapters41v3.pdf

http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys270/Jenkins/LectureChapters41v3.pdf
http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys270/Jenkins/LectureChapters41v3.pdf


Two schools of thought on 
vocabulary and their origins

• The database school of thought 
– The database schema comes first - it is primary.
– Major share of fields are numbers and text with no need for codes.
– The codes for fields come after the fields are defined. 

• The text document school of thought
– Start with the narrative document (masses of it exist).
– Vocabulary is primary because that is what makes up a document.
– Goal is to build a vocabulary that can be mapped  to, or overlaid on, 

the document words to create computable structure – relation to NLP.



IMPLEMENTING AN EMR IN 1972-
EXPOSED THE NEED FOR STANDARD



Going back to the beginning 
• In 1972, we believed EMRs could do good things. 
• We developed an EMR to prove our belief.
• Developing it was easy.
• Populating it with patient data was hard, crazy hard.
• We used a bunch of unreliable methods because that 

is all we had.
• Screen scraping, printer port capture and the 

following…



Embossed smiley faces  on
“address-o-graph” plates of our patients

• The smiley face was embossed on 
the 3-part order form which 
became the result slip for tests on 
our 800 pilot patients.

• We looked for smiley faces on 
every result slip each night and 
hand entered the results.

• Lots of breakdowns occurred.



Another mechanism  
in 1973 – OpScan 17 
readable form1

Computer printed content in the top 
part (Section A)  identified the patient 
and the date =automatically read 

Section B the computer printed the 
current medication list. Providers  
crossed out or added prescription and 
our personnel entered the changes  to 
maintain the med list.

Section C Set of variables collected at 
the visit. If users recorded numbers 
correctly, the OpScan would read them 
directly  

Section D at the bottom carried 
computer reminders, physician hand 
written, orders and short notes. Our 
personnel hand entered the data 
manually

1https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102646195
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Data capture difficulty grew as the patient 
population grew

• The population grew to about 8,000 in 1976; 30,000 in 1980 (it is 6 
million now).

• We did Proved that EMRs could do good things in randomized trials (the 
first medical informatics RTC).1

• But data entry was killing us. 
• Tried screen scraping, printer port capture, then built our own lab and 

pharmacy system to capture their data.
• Started to build interfaces to other systems in hospital.
• But it became more and more difficult as we added hospitals and new 

people. Eventually 30+ hospitals and 6 million unique patients.2

1McDonald CJ . “Protocol-Based Computer Reminders, The Quality of Care and the Non-Perfectability of Man.” New Eng J Med 295 (24): 1351–55. d, C. J. 
1976.
2McDonald, C J. 1990. “Interchange Standards Revisited.” MD Comput 7 (2): 72–75.



Electronic data was everywhere in 
hospital systems  in mid ’80s’

• But like the “water, water everywhere” in the Rime 
of the Ancient Mariner - our EMR couldn’t drink it. 

•WE NEEDED ELECTRONIC 
INTERCHAGE STANARDS!



The struggle to get them
• Grocery stores were standardizing their products to simplify checkouts 

back then.  we submitted a paper to 10 journals arguing that healthcare 
should follow the grocer’s example1. Editors scoffed.

• In 1984, we wrote a paper that includes draft specifications for close to 
what became OBX. That one did get published.2

• I was one of the midwives for HL7’s birth which became active in 1985,   
wrote the orders and observation chapter for HL7 v2, and chaired that      
Working Group for nearly 10 years. 

• Finally, we had our message standard. Alleluia!  
• By 1993, most vendors were supporting it and it was successful within 

hospitals
1McDonald, C J, B H Park, and L Blevins. 1983. “Grocers, Physicians, and Electronic Data Processing.” AMA Cont Med Ed Newsletter 12: 5–8.
2McDonald, C J, G Wierderhold, D W Simborg, E Hammond, F R Jelovsek, and K Schneider. 1984. “A Discussion of the Draft Proposal for Data Exchange Standards for Clin Lab Results.”

In Annu Symp Comput Appl Med Care, 406–13. Silver Spring, MD.



Our hospital had semantic interoperability
• Used HL7. Defined a common set observation codes 

for use in ancillary service and our medical record 
(local codes not universal).

• Benefits were huge.
• Patient data was always immediately available. No 

more driving blind. Interns and residents came solely 
because we “had computer” as a substance.

• Reminder rules blossomed and improved care and
business practices – with economic gains. 

• Research blossomed - discovered macrolides as cause 
of pyloric stenosis.

1Maternal and infant use of erythromycin and other macrolide antibiotics as risk factors for infantile hypertrophic pyloric stenosis. Mahon, Barbara E. et al. The Journal of
Pediatrics , Volume 139 , Issue 3 , 380 - 384



However HL7 was a bust for between 
hospital messaging  

• HL7 defined codes for some of its fields, but not for 
the observation identifier. 

• Each hospital invented their own idiosyncratic codes 
for observations.

• We had Babel.  
• People started to say HL7 was no good because they 

couldn’t use the messages from other hospitals. 
• We needed a universal standard for observation codes 

to save HL7’s reputation.



LOINC to the rescue

• We organized a LOINC committee with Stan Huff, 
major US commercial laboratories, and 
international participants from Belgium and 
Denmark.

• We delivered the first LOINC database of 5,000 
terms in 1994.



To me, observation codes were the 
keystone to interoperability 

• Can’t do too much of anything without them
– Can’t incorporate data from outside organization 
– Can’t compare new result with the preceding one
– Can’t trend with graphs or flowsheet
– Need most recent result for most decision support rules
– Can’t summarize data items across data sources for 

research 
• Units of measure coding is also important. So, 

Gunther Schadow developed UCUM1. I helped.
1Gunther Shadow and Clement J. McDonald. The Unified Code for Units of Measure. Technical report, Regenstrief Institute, Inc., October 22 2013. 



Universal codes for coded answers 
have less priority

• Not needed to organize the contents.
• The values of numeric observations and the values of text 

field don’t need coding.
• It can be difficult and counter forces exist.

– CLIA says show what labs report but lab kits for same test 
but different venders suggest different strings. 

– Organizations loathe to give their historic report names: “no 
evidence of Mycobacteria tuberculosis, M. kansasii or M. 
avium”



Why was semantic interoperability and 
Vocabularies important to the NLM?

• NLM asserted an interest in standard vocabularies as 
part of its focus on next generation EMRs in its Long 
Range Strategic Plan 2006-2016.1

• And it was encouraged by another NCVHS (another 
federal organization) to be the coordinating body for 
patient medical record vocabulary standards including 
LOINC, SNOMED CT and RxNorm.

• Other parts of the federal government also 
championed these vocabularies.

1National Library of Medicine. Charting a Course for the 21st Century. 
http://wayback.archive-it.org/org-350/20180305205322/https://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/plan/lrp06/report/default.html



However, the US federal government and industry 
push towards standard EMRs has gotten stronger

• The 21st Century Cures Act and the pending CMS and ONC regulation will 
likely require support for 15 FHIR resources which require LOINC for 
observation codes and UCUM for units of measure (as well as other  
vocabulary standards).

• The end goal of the 21st Century Cures Act is to deliver all of a patient’s 
medical record data to the patient at no cost.

• The rush into FHIR is amazing. Big IT, Health IT, federal agencies are all 
piling on.

• An expectation exists that availability of uniformly standardized medical 
data will stimulate invention and new industries based on this data, and 
that patients will be free to use as they wish.



Regarding “Semantic interoperability” (SI)
• With effort, some kinds of clinical data are amenable to SI1, including:

– Information generated by devices e.g. laboratory results including 
genomic testing, ECGs, pulmonary functions, ophthalmology 
measures, vital signs, some cardiac ultrasound. 

– Content from existing systems that collect data in a structured 
form, e.g pharmacy systems, claims and payment systems. 

– Standardized genetic data is available from HL7 V2 and FHIR.2,3

– I would not count on interoperability of clinician notes themselves. 
All attempts to fully structure physician notes have failed. And 
providers are not happy about what EMRs make them do. A 
beautifully written New Yorker article by Atul Gawande says it all.4

1James, B. C., Edwards, D. P., James, A. F., Bradshaw, R. L., White, K. S., Wood, C., & Huff, S. (2017). An Efficient, Clinically-Natural Electronic Medical Record System that Produces
Computable Data. EGEMS (Washington, DC), 5(3), 8. doi:10.5334/egems.20212.
2HL7 Version 2.5.1 Implementation Guide: Laboratory Results Interface Release 1, STU Release 3 – US Realm
3http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/index.html
4https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/11/12/why-doctors-hate-their-computers
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